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Our Price $19,995
Retail Value $21,995

Specifications:

Year:  2015  

VIN:  JTDKN3DU6F0432982  

Make:  Toyota  

Stock:  F0432982  

Model/Trim:  Prius Two  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Hatchback  

Exterior:  Gray  

Engine:  1.8L Hybrid I4 98hp 105ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Gray  

Transmission:  CVT  

Mileage:  33,708  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 51 / Highway 48

Step into the future of driving with this impeccable 2015 Toyota Prius
Two, a testament to eco-friendly innovation and enduring value. With a
stunningly low mileage of just 33,708 miles on the odometer, this
machine is barely broken in and ready to deliver countless miles of
efficient, reliable service. Cloaked in a sleek gray exterior, this Prius
exudes a modern and sophisticated presence on the road that is
perfectly complemented by its smart, gray interior.

Under the hood lies the heart of the Toyota Prius: a 1.8L Hybrid I4
engine that produces a commendable 98 horsepower and 105 ft-lbs of
torque, ensuring that you have ample power while maintaining
exceptional fuel efficiency. Paired with a smooth Continuously Variable
Transmission (CVT), this Prius offers a driving experience that is both
seamless and responsive, allowing you to glide through traffic with ease
and confidence.

The manufacturer's commitment to quality and convenience shines
through the array of options and packages included. Experience the
clarity of the rear window defogger and the practicality of the intermittent
rear wiper, ensuring your visibility remains unobstructed no matter the
weather. The safety reverse feature on the power windows adds an
extra layer of protection for your family, while the variable intermittent
front wipers adapt to changing conditions effortlessly.

Rolling on premium aluminum alloy wheels, this Prius not only looks the
part but also delivers a smooth and stable ride. The Tire Pressure
Monitoring System keeps you informed of your tire status, providing
peace of mind for every journey. When it comes to safety and style, the
LED taillights and daytime running lights offer superior visibility and a
touch of elegance, while the lip rear spoiler adds a sporty flair that is
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touch of elegance, while the lip rear spoiler adds a sporty flair that is
sure to turn heads.

As you approach your Prius, the exterior entry lights warmly invite you
in, and once inside, the Bluetooth wireless data link keeps you
connected without taking your hands off the wheel. Enjoy your favorite
tunes with the convenience of an in-dash single-disc CD player,
creating the perfect ambiance for any drive.

This 2015 Prius is not just a car; it's a proven winner, boasting an
impressive array of accolades that speak volumes about its value and
performance. From Edmunds's Best Retained Value in the Non-Luxury
Brand category to being an Honorable Mention among Top Family
Vehicles, this Prius delivers on all fronts. It's a staple in the Top 10 lists
for Least Expensive Hybrids and Electrics, Most Fuel-Efficient
Hatchbacks and Wagons, and Top Recommended Hybrids/Electrics.
Recognized for its dependability by J.D. Power and Associates and
celebrated as a Best Buy and Top 10 Green Car by Kelley Blue Book,
the Prius stands as an icon of automotive excellence.

Don't miss your chance to own this paragon of hybrid technology. The
2015 Toyota Prius Two is more than just a car; it's a smart investment
into a sustainable and joyful driving future. Contact us today to schedule
a test drive and prepare to be enchanted by a vehicle that sets the
standard for eco-conscious motoring without compromising on style or
comfort. Your journey to a greener tomorrow starts with the turn of a
key in this exceptional Prius.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 04/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  - Cargo area light 

- Cargo cover - Cruise control - Power outlet(s): two 12V front  - Power steering 

- Push-button start - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Clock - Digital odometer 

- External temperature display - Multi-function display - Trip odometer 

- Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: split  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench

Exterior

- Front bumper color: body-color - Mirror color: body-color - Rear spoiler: lip 

- Daytime running lights: LED - Exterior entry lights: approach lamps  - Taillights: LED 

- Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: aluminum alloy 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Power windows: safety reverse  

- Rear wiper: intermittent - Window defogger: rear

Snapshot

2015 TOYOTA PRIUS TWO

Damage reported

2 Service history
records

4 Previous owners

Personal
vehicle

Last owned in Hawaii

33,708 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information

https://www.carfax.com/VehicleHistory/p/Report.cfx?partner=AVR_0&vin=JTDKN3DU6F0432982&source=BUP
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